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Summary
“Service Members (SM) and Veterans with lower limb amputation (LLA) are at a high risk for
developing secondary co-morbidities such as joint pain, osteoarthritis, chronic low back
pain, and cardiovascular disease [1,2]. To mitigate these secondary comorbidities, optimize
long-term function, and increase quality of life, effective rehabilitation and innovative lifelong care is essential. Telerehabilitation has recently demonstrated to be a useful method of
healthcare delivery, particularly benefitting individuals with physical limitations who are
unable to attend outpatient physical therapy, such as patients following LLA [3]. Wearable
technology, such as mobile sensors, has the potential to augment current telerehabilitation
practice and improve home walking and exercise compliance for those with LLA. Therefore,
could this technology be used to provide “booster” prosthetic training to improve or
reinforce current mobility and prosthetic use, promote an active, healthy lifestyles and
mitigate adverse secondary comorbidities? To address this question, the Department of
Defense (DoD) and Veterans supported the development of a program through the Joint
Incentive Fund called the Mobile Device Outcomes-based Rehabilitation Program (MDORP).
The MDORP is a comprehensive mobile rehabilitation program that is clinician-guided and
incorporates the use of a mobile sensor system called the Rehabilitative Lower Limb
Orthopedic Assistive Device (ReLOAD). The ReLOAD system (Figure 1) provides: (1)
assessment of walking quality at home and in the community for people with LLA, (2) realtime auditory feedback to correct the most prominent gait deviations, and (3) automatic
prescription of home exercises that target balance and strength impairments related to their
most prominent gait deviation [4,5]. The primary objective of the study was to determine if
the 8-week MDORP improved strength, mobility, and gait quality in SMs and Veterans with
LLA.
Methods and Results: Forty SMs and Veterans with LLA between the ages of 20-80 who
were current prosthesis users with major unilateral or bilateral LLA below, at or above the
knee completed the 8-week intervention. Baseline data collection was performed which
included administration of patient reported and performance-based outcome measures.
Participants received standardized functional prosthetic gait training (SFPGT) and were
taught how to perform the home exercises. Lastly, they received training to use ReLOAD
prior to deployment for home use. The physical therapists performed home visits every two
weeks to verify the participants were using the ReLOAD system properly, to review the
SFPGT and home exercises, and to assess the presence of new health related issues.

Participants were encouraged to perform home walks and exercises 3-times per week.
Participants returned at 8-weeks to complete follow-up data collection. Significant
improvements in hip extensor strength, basic and high-level mobility, musculoskeletal
endurance, and gait quality (p <0.05) were found at the completion of the 8-week
intervention. As well, the majority of participants reported that they would use the system
again for home rehabilitation (65%) and that auditory biofeedback helped them walk better
(59%). Participants also suggested that future work should include a greater variety of
exercise options and the use of smart phones for the ReLOAD application in addition to the
iPad tablet.
Conclusion: Preliminary MDORP results are promising in its ability to improve basic and
high-level mobility, lower limb strength, and gait quality in a group of SMs and Veterans
with LLA. In addition, “booster” prosthetic training may be justified in an effort help
maintain an active lifestyle, promote prosthetic use, and mitigate secondary comorbidities.
Lastly, the participants provided positive and constructive feedback that offered the
research team the opportunity to expand MDORP to multiple VA hospitals, as to examine
the usability among clinicians and more than 300 SMs and Veterans with LLA.
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